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Sporting Knives

Posted by TPeters - 17 Sep 2012 21:15
_____________________________________

I just purchased the Pro-Pack I and added a set of the super fine ceramics. I have been reading and
learning a lot from this forum as we all know there is tons of great information within these pages. I have
done several searches but have not been able to locate any suggested sharpening progressions for fillet
knives or knives used to field dress larger game.

If I am understanding the science of sharpening a &quot;toothy&quot; edge may be preferred for these
applications.

If someone could give me some guidance on progressions to get me started on these knives it would be
appreciated.

Thanks
============================================================================

Re: Sporting Knives

Posted by PhilipPasteur - 27 Oct 2012 09:48
_____________________________________

I have been trying to remember to do exactly that in every case... and I do in most cases..
Mother Murphy also dictates that on the longest most painstakingly written posts, one will forget to do
that just before hitting submit and having the entire thing simply flash out of existence... POOF..

Phil
============================================================================

Re: Sporting Knives

Posted by nudood - 28 Oct 2012 00:31
_____________________________________

After having this happen to me several times (on other forums) I started writing all my forum posts in
Word. Then I copy and paste to the forum. If it disappears, into the ether, I still have the original.
============================================================================
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Re: Sporting Knives

Posted by PhilipPasteur - 28 Oct 2012 01:27
_____________________________________

AND.. there is a spell checker...with my lousy typing skills...that would be great.
Good idea.
Phil

nudood wrote:
After having this happen to me several times (on other forums) I started writing all my forum posts in
Word. Then I copy and paste to the forum. If it disappears, into the ether, I still have the original.
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